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CHIROTRACTOR GmbH
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Kronberg, October 31, 2011
Our experiences with CT-L CHIROTRACTOR
Dear Dr. Chen,
We have been using CT-L CHIROTRACTOR at our branch of PHYSIOTEC,
Wirbelsäulenstützpunkt Kronberg (WSK) spine centre since May 3, 2011.
We use CHIROTRACTOR CT-L on a daily basis in addition to back pain therapy according
to the FPZ concept (medical spine training therapy), and occasionally in physiotherapy. We
believe that these innovative forms of treatment in combination provide the best possible care
for our customers and patients, while significantly setting us apart from our competitors in the
region. This is particularly important in securing loyalty from private and self-paying patients
in the medium-to-long term.
We provide careful help and support to suitable patients in our mobilisation and passive
extension training programme using CHIROTRACTOR CT-L. Most of our patients – 80% –
have shown successful outcomes after treatment for chronic and recurring blockages in the
thoracic and lumbar regions and/or SI joint, and impaired movement in the middle to lower
lumbar region of the spine and muscles surrounding the hip. Our advanced customers and
patients mostly use CHIROTRACTOR CT-L in self-management after prior instruction,
although blocking and motion impairment are rare in such cases. CHIROTRACTOR CT-L is
therefore suitable as a biofeedback instrument in secondary prevention for gathering
information as to whether, and to what amplitude, the spine can still freely and painlessly
rotate in the middle and lower spinal regions.
We usually use the device before or during functional gymnastics, but mostly as pre-treatment
and post-treatment in a thoracic/lumbar rotator strength training regime.

We have come to appreciate CHIROTRACTOR CT-L as an effective therapeutic device that
has given us an excellent position for the future, and we would like to thank you for the
support that you have given us. We would be happy to answer any questions that prospective
customers may have.
Yours sincerely,
Dr. phil. Harald Maier
(Managing director)

Norbert Schütz
(Technical manager, back pain therapy)
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